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Over the years AGAATI’s mission has evolved to build a strong focus on the social and economic well-being of the
artisans. The Global Eco Artisans Awards is a strategic initiative to support and empower millions of artisans whose
lives and livelihoods have been affected by the pandemic.

With this initiative we aim to:

Connect artisans to an international audience and help them better understand the needs of the modern
customer and learn about relevant digital marketing and pricing tools to flourish with ecommerce.

Challenge and inspire the artisans to lead into the future with their creativity and heritage skills.

Provide visibility for the artisans to showcase the best in eco-artisanal textiles and accessories before an
eminent panel of judges, get valuable feedback and win back the confidence to persevere and conserve their
artistry.

Make handmade and craftsmanship mainstream by bringing the entire ecosystem together. 

If you missed our 1st bulletin with founder Saloni’s message, listen/read it here. 

Building A Global Community to Empower The
#HandBehindHandmade!

Over the past months, we’ve been fortunate to connect and converse with several organisations worldwide who are
doing incredible work to promote artisans and craftsmanship. Here are our partners who are helping us make the

Awards Bigger & Better!
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NEST, USA
Nest is a nonprofit 501(c)(3)
building a new handworker
economy to increase global
workforce inclusivity, improve
women’s wellbeing beyond
factories, and preserve important
cultural traditions around the
world.

Craftmark, India
Craftmark authenticates genuine
hand-crafted processes from
India through its sector-wide,
process-specific standards for
labeling a product as hand-
made. Craftmark has certified
more than 250 craft enterprises
with an outreach of about
165,000 artisans across India.

Craft Revival Trust, India
A non-profit, mandated on the
principle that access to
knowledge & its dissemination
forms the vital core of
safeguarding cultural heritage.
It believes that this investment
empowers and strengthens the
cultural diversity of individuals,
communities and societies.

The New Fashion Initiative,
USA
A foundation creating 
interdisciplinary education and
communications initiatives to
promote circularity, collaboration
and accountability in fashion.

Dew Crafts, Bangladesh
DEW is dedicated to improving
livelihood security of the poor
segments of the society in
Bangladesh through increasing
their participation (particularly
women) in small scale economic
activities by creating the
provision of a range of business
and life skills for them.

Storyloom Films, India
A partnership of two women
filmmakers, has to its credit
several short films including
National award-winning short,
'Weaves of Maheshwar’. They
have collaborated with Fashion
Revolution, British Council,
Women’s Earth Alliance, Good
Earth, Contemporary Craft Ideas
and more to create films.

BaSE, Bangladesh
A non-profit Guaranteed Fair
Trade organization set up to co-
ordinate and promote the
handicraft products of various
female manufacturing groups
out of the mainstream,
especially those working in the
South-West. Since 1999 BaSE is
a member of World Fair Trade
Organization.

Industree, India
Industree Foundation holistically
tackles the root causes of
poverty by creating an
ownership based, creative
manufacturing ecosystem for
micro-entrepreneurs. They have
reached 30,000 women artisans
across India and Africa, through
collaborative efforts with
organisations.

Read more about our partners here.

Award Details
If you are an artisan or know someone that you’d like to nominate, share this opportunity with them. The final

application submission is less than two months away (30 November 2020).

As a first step in the application process please
fill in the pre-registration form. All the criteria for
application, product categories and timelines
are in the brochure, download here. Artisans
from more than 15 countries have shown
interest in applying for the awards. It is our
honor to present their magical work through this
global award!

If you have any questions or need assistance with your application email us at empoweringartisans@agaati.com

What is in it for the Artisan?
After impressing the international jury consisting of fashion and sustainability experts, exciting opportunities and cash

prizes awaits the artisans.
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ALL APPLICANTS will receive complimentary access to NEST Guild - tools and mentorship aimed at helping you to
grow and develop your business while achieving social objectives within your community.

Other business training and workshop opportunities are currently being discussed and will be confirmed by
December 2020.

Join Us: How can YOU get involved?

PARTNER:
Help us reach untapped
artisans and geographies to
create a BUZZ!

SPONSOR:
We welcome
sponsorships of all
sizes and nature.

VOLUNTEER:
Be a part of an A Team to
organize exciting aspects of
this competition.

SPREAD THE WORD:
Forward this information to members
in your network and communities and
help drive applications.

To know more about these above opportunities, contact empoweringartisans@agaati.com
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